An optimal voice experience with Microsoft Teams

Direct Routing for Microsoft Teams

You chose Microsoft Teams as your hub for teamwork, now you want your users to have the best experience possible.

- Orange Direct Routing service with Business Talk enables PSTN calling direct from Teams
- Simplify your operations and reduce cost with one worldwide voice provider
- Eliminate onsite equipment by leveraging our cloud-based architecture
- Digital voice enables you to order, configure and manage your voice service in real time for maximum flexibility and control
- Managed local voice gateways and SBC’s provided where restrictions exist on service availability or to interoperate with legacy telephony systems

Business Talk SIP Voice

Orange Business Talk SIP trunking enables your Teams Phone System users to:

- Make domestic and international calls outside your company in 80 countries
- Make or receive local voice calls in 45 countries (DID), with emergency services in 23 countries – centralized SIP trunking (no Gateway needed)
One provider for local and global needs

Centralization & standardization of your voice solution. Simple and quickly executed.

One solution for Microsoft Cloud Voice

Global
- Benefit from Orange’s global voice presence to support a smooth transition to cloud voice with Teams

Simple
- Eliminate equipment on site
- Ease vendor management through a single partner for cloud voice
- Self-care tool for provisioning, change management, audit

Quality of Service
- Orange Business Talk SIP trunking voice QoS
- Media bypass and local media optimization
- Leverage our expertise to smooth transformation

Digital Customer Journey (Order, Manage and Control)

Direct Routing

Business Together Microsoft
- Direct Routing package
  - Microsoft Teams Phone System assessment, set-up and technical support
  - Microsoft Certified vSBC: AudioCodes Mediant Virtual Edition
  - Hosted in Orange cloud
  - Quick rollout
  - 10 or more users

Business Talk
- Voice package
  - Connectivity to PSTN: outbound calls, inbound, geographical DID
  - Based on Orange Business Talk
  - Quick rollout
  - Up to 10 DID numbers
  - Up to 3 sites

Only 4K€

+200 Microsoft-certified professionals at your service

We’ll customize your solution around your business objectives and needs, and your users’ preferences. You won’t just have Microsoft Teams; you’ll have your personal Microsoft Teams.

contact.digital-voice@orange.com

To learn more, contact your sales representative or go to www.orange-business.com/en